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Abstract: Secure connections are at the heart of today’s
Internet infrastructure, protecting the confidentiality, au-
thenticity, and integrity of communication. Achieving
these security goals is the responsibility of cryptographic
schemes,more specifically twomain building blocks of se-
cure connections. First, a key exchange protocol is run to
establish a shared secret key between two parties over a,
potentially, insecure connection. Then, a secure channel
protocol uses that shared key to securely transport the ac-
tual data to be exchanged. While security notions for clas-
sical designs of these components arewell-established, re-
cently developed and standardizedmajor Internet security
protocols like Google’s QUIC protocol and the Transport
Layer Security (TLS) protocol version 1.3 introduce novel
features for which supporting security theory is lacking.

Inmy dissertation [20], which this article summarizes,
I studied these novel and advanced design aspects, in-
troducing enhanced security models and analyzing the
security of deployed protocols. For key exchange proto-
cols, my thesis introduces a new model for multi-stage
key exchange to capture that recent designs for secure
connections establish several cryptographic keys for var-
ious purposes and with differing levels of security. It fur-
ther introduces a formalism for key confirmation, reflect-
ing a long-established practical design criteriawhich how-
ever was lacking a comprehensive formal treatment so
far. For secure channels, my thesis captures the crypto-
graphic subtleties of streaming data transmission through
a revised security model and approaches novel concepts
to frequently update key material for enhanced security
through a multi-key channel notion. These models are
then applied to study (and confirm) the security of the
QUIC and TLS 1.3 protocol designs.
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1 Introduction
Over the last three decades, the Internet developed into
an integral part of our modern society and today forms
the foundation of global communication. The ability to
securely communicate over the Internet has thereby be-
come a fundamental prerequisite for modern information
exchange, protecting personal, commercial, institutional,
and governmental data in everyday applications. Whether
we read emails, surf theweb, do online banking,withdraw
cash at an ATM, or chat with friends on our smartphone—
the security of billions of communication links worldwide
for those and other tasks is enabled through cryptographic
(encryption) schemes. Silentlyworking in thebackground,
these cryptographic schemes thus form the security back-
bone ofmodern communication: as one of themost promi-
nent examples, the Transport Layer Security (TLS) proto-
col, hidden behind a green padlock in each browser, pro-
tectsmore than 85%of today’sWeb traffic [30], on trillions
of daily connections worldwide.

The study of secure data exchange is an old, founda-
tional research topic in the field of cryptography, reaching
back to the earliest historical ciphers. Early solutions to
maintain the secrecy of communication date back as far as
1.900BCwith the first cryptologic hieroglyphs, 475 BCwith
theGreek “skytale” enciphering tool, or around 50BCwith
the Caesar cipher [25]. Modern secure connections can
be understood as consisting of two main cryptographic
components. First, a key exchange protocol is run to es-
tablish a shared secret key between two parties over an
insecure network. Then, a secure channel protocol uses
the established key to securely transport the actual ap-
plication data, protecting its confidentiality and integrity.
In modern cryptography, the invention of key exchange
mechanisms and formal models for encryption constitute
seminal advances in the theory of cryptography, initiated
through the influential works by Diffie and Hellman [11]
and Goldwasser and Micali [19], respectively. The inter-
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pretation of cryptographic schemes and their security in
complexity-theoretic termshas since then enabled impres-
sive advances in both the theory of cryptography and its
application in IT security, positioning cryptography as a
melting pot and connecting discipline between theory and
practice.

The modern cryptographic approach to study secu-
rity is through abstraction of real-world systembehavior in
mathematical security models which describe the consid-
ered class of attacks a cryptographic system is supposed to
withstand. Such models enable formal reasoning through
complexity-theoretic reductions that no attacker can, in
reasonable time, break the security of a system assuming
the security of its underlying building blocks or that cer-
tain computational problems are hard. Given that the as-
sumptions made are valid, reductionist security proofs in
that sense hence rule out a certain class of attackers with
well-defined capabilities. In order for such theoretical re-
sults to be meaningful for the actually deployed crypto-
graphic systems in practice, it is of utmost importance that
security models capture the system’s behavior and prac-
tical threats as accurately as possible, yet not be overly
demanding in order to still allow for efficient construc-
tions. If a security model fails to capture a realistic attack
in practice, such an attack remains viable on the consid-
ered cryptographic system despite a proof of its security in
that model, at worst voiding the system’s overall practical
security.

Recent advances in practical protocol design as well
as critical vulnerabilities in deployed protocols have in-
deed revealed a widening gap between the established
cryptographic models for secure communication via key
exchange and secure channel protocols and their real-
world counterparts. In addition, new security protocol de-
signs put forward by Industry and standards bodies intro-
ducenovel security features and innovative designs for im-
proved efficiency. Examples include theQUIC (“QuickUDP
Internet Connections”) protocol [33] introducedbyGoogle,
protecting large parts of the traffic to their servers and be-
ing underway as an Internet standard [24], and TLS 1.3,
the newest version of the Transport Layer Security proto-
col recently standardized by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) as RFC 8446 [34]. Through advanced multi-
key designs and a novel, latency-free (“zero round-trip-
time”, 0-RTT) connection establishment, both guarantee
higher security levels and enable clients to send encrypted
payload data to servers without initial delay for a server
response. These novel design paradigms and security fea-
tures go beyond classical academic approaches and the es-
tablished theory accompanying them, calling for a revised
understanding of the security they aim to achieve.

My dissertation Modeling Advanced Security Aspects
of Key Exchange and Secure Channel Protocols [20] recon-
siders the established security models for key exchange
and secure channel protocols. It extends the cryptographic
theory towards novel, advanced, and practical security as-
pects that have been introduced in recent designs of some
of the most important security protocols deployed, or that
escaped a formal treatment so far. For this purpose, it in-
troduces enhanced security models capturing these ad-
vanced security aspects and applies them to analyze the
practical security of major Internet key exchange and se-
cure channel protocols, narrowing the gap between the-
ory and applications of cryptography. The analyses from
my thesis confirm that the proposed designs indeed in-
crease the practical security in many aspects and provide
soundmechanisms to evaluate the effects and trade-offs of
efficiency-improving approaches (like 0-RTT) on the secu-
rity of communication. These results contributed directly
to recent standardization efforts of new Internet security
protocols and, more generally, allow to derive design pat-
terns for modern communication protocols.

2 Key exchange
Traditionally, key exchange protocols have always been
understoodas establishing a single secret key and then ter-
minating their operation. This concept underlies all estab-
lished security models for key exchange, originating from
the seminal work by Bellare and Rogaway [4]. Recent prac-
tical protocol designs however deviate from this approach,
specifically Google’s QUIC protocol [33] introduced in 2013
and the newest version 1.3 of the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) protocol [34], standardized in 2018 and constituting
the new de-facto standard for Internet security protocols.
Both protocols derive multiple keys in a continuous pro-
cess, with the derived keys potentially depending on each
other and differing in cryptographic strength. This added
complexity escapes a sound theoretical treatment in all so-
far established security models.

2.1 Multi-stage key exchange
My thesis formalizes such designs as multi-stage key ex-
change (MSKE) protocols and introduces a generalized se-
curity model for MSKE [15]. This framework enables ana-
lyzing the dependencies and differences between all keys
established in a single framework, capturing the security
of complex modern protocols in a more precise and com-
prehensive manner based on solid cryptographic theory.
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In my thesis, this model is applied to assess the security of
both the QUIC and the TLS 1.3 key exchange design; in the
meantime, it has been adopted in several other analyses of
these and further protocols (see, e. g., [28, 9, 7, 26, 2, 10]).

The security model of my thesis builds upon the key
exchange model by Bellare and Rogaway [4]. Their model
has established itself as the seminal complexity-based for-
malization of strong security guarantees for key exchange
in the field of cryptography. It considers a strong adver-
sary that interacts with an arbitrary number of protocol
executions and controls the whole communication net-
work, able to eavesdrop on, manipulate, or drop any mes-
sage.1 The adversary further is allowed to corrupt some of
the interacting honest parties, learning their long-term se-
crets, and to reveal the session keys established in some
of the protocol runs. Security then demands that such a
powerful adversary is nevertheless unable to distinguish
the established session key in an uncompromised session
from a random string, informally providing the guaran-
tee that established keys look random to such an adver-
sary.

In my thesis, this foundational model is extended
to capture the security and dependencies of multiple,
successively derived keys in a multi-stage key exchange
within a comprehensive model for MSKE. This model in
particular captures the effects of compromises of differ-
ent secrets (long-term and medium-lived) as well as inter-
dependencies and varying authentication levels of keys
derived at different stages in the key exchange. It more-
over can treat both protocols with symmetric and asym-
metric long-term secrets as well as the effects of pos-
sibilities to replay messages in some key exchange de-
signs aiming at low-latency key exchange. The MSKE se-
curity model is finally accompanied by a compositional
result that establishes sufficient conditions under which
the keys established in a multi-stage key exchange proto-
col can safely be used in a generic follow-up symmetric-
key protocol, lifting results for classical key exchange [8].
This result provides the theoretical foundation to argue
the joint security of a secure MSKE protocol and, e. g.,
the subsequent secure channel protocol and hence re-
duces analytical efforts by enabling an independent and
modular security analyses of both cryptographic compo-
nents.

1 The adversary’s omnipotence in fully controlling the communica-
tion network resembles the Dolev-Yao adversarymodel [12]. My thesis
considers the computational setting and hence furthermore allows
the adversary to tamper arbitrarily with themessages exchanged, not
restricting it to an abstract, symbolic or algebraic representation.

2.2 Google’s QUIC protocol

As a first application of the MSKE model, my thesis ana-
lyzes the security of Google’s QUIC protocol [33]. QUICwas
introduced to enable secure connections with low latency
and has in the meantime been deployed at large scale in
Google’s infrastructure [27]. To reduce round (communi-
cation) complexity of the key exchange, QUIC introduces a
so-called zero round-trip time (0-RTT) key exchangemode.
Thismode enables a client to immediately send data along
with its first key exchangemessage to a server it previously
communicated with, hence drastically reducing the ini-
tialization delay of the secure connection. The 0-RTT data
is encrypted under an initial key; both parties then update
to a stronger main key with the reply of the server. As the
security analysis in my thesis [15] reveals, these keys are
unnecessarily intertwined, negatively affecting the proto-
col’s security: compromising the first key before the sec-
ond key is established leads to a security break—an insight
which could not be formally captured in previous security
models, but is enabled through the cryptographic theory
embodied in the MSKE model. The analysis furthermore
establishes relaxed security guarantees and establishes a
simple fix to overcome the key-dependency weakness in a
provably secure way.

2.3 TLS 1.3

My thesis then focuses on the newest version of the Trans-
port Layer Security protocol, TLS 1.3, developed and stan-
dardized asRFC8446 [34] by the Internet EngineeringTask
Force (IETF). Charged with a series of highly-critical secu-
rity vulnerabilities in the past, the goal for the new TLS
version was to fundamentally overhaul the protocol’s se-
curity architecture, but also to introduce new functional-
ity. New features include a low-latency 0-RTT handshake
mode (as in QUIC), deriving intermediate keys to encrypt
parts of the handshake for enhanced privacy, and de-
ploying a sequence of keys in the channel protocol for
stronger security. In particular, TLS 1.3 hence is a multi-
stage key exchange protocol for which my proposed se-
curity model enables a comprehensive analysis. My thesis
begins with analyzing the two basic key exchange modes
of TLS 1.3 [13, 14], establishing strong security of both the
mainmodebasedonDiffie–Hellmankey exchange and the
abbreviated mode used for repeated connections between
the same client and server. The results confirm the core
cryptographic design of the protocol and have contributed
to the development process of the TLS 1.3 standard by rein-
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forcing choices for strong cryptographic design principles
based on sound cryptographic theory.

The third key exchange mode of TLS 1.3 introduces
a low-latency 0-RTT option, enabling secure communica-
tion without initial delay as in QUIC. In contrast to the
QUIC design, TLS 1.3 however gives up replay protection
guarantees for that initial (0-RTT) part of the communica-
tion. Themulti-stage key exchangemodel inmy thesis pro-
vides the theory to formally characterize both approaches
and evaluate their differences in security. The conducted
analyses establishmulti-stage security for the 0-RTTmode
of TLS 1.3 [16], capturing the security restrictions imposed
by replays and, most importantly, that the added 0-RTT
communication does not negatively affect the security of
the main data exchange.

As the last contribution in the area of key exchange
protocols, my thesis finally establishes, for the first time, a
theoretic model for a key-confirming property aimed for in
many practical designs, but never formally captured. The
key confirmationmodel inmy thesis [18] exposes an inher-
ent, slight difference in the confirmation guarantees both
communicationpartners canobtain andenables assessing
the key confirmation properties of TLS 1.3.

3 Secure channels
Having established a shared secret key, the two commu-
nicating parties execute a secure channel protocol in or-
der to securely transmit the actual communication data. In
this setting, ‘securely’ refers to such data being protected
from both passive eavesdropping as well as manipulation
through active adversaries. The targeted security goals are
hence confidentiality and integrity, and the basic underly-
ing cryptographic tool is that of (symmetric-key) encryp-
tion. Formalizing security notions for confidentiality and
(later) integrity of individually encryptedmessages consti-
tutes further foundational work in the theory of modern
cryptography originating fromGoldwasser andMicali [19].
The first formalization of channels, which should also pro-
tect the order of messages, was given by Bellare, Kohno,
and Namprempre [3]. Still, and despite being a founda-
tional goal of cryptography, security models in the litera-
ture however only consider highly simplified forms of se-
cure channels.

3.1 Data is a stream
In the area of secure channels, my thesis advances the
cryptographic theory towards better capturing the prac-
tical conditions under which such protocols are running.

The first contribution in the realm of channels originates
from the observation that, in practice, most secure chan-
nel protocols actually do not transmit distinct, or atomic,
messages as is assumed throughout all previous models.
Instead, they regularly provide applicationswith a stream-
ing interface to transmit a streamof bitswithout any inher-
ent demarcation of individual messages. Necessarily, the
security guarantees of such an interface differ significantly
from those considered in cryptographic models so far. In
particular, not only cryptographic packets [6] but also ap-
plication messages may be fragmented in transport, and
the recipientmay obtain the sent data stream in a different
fragmentation. Such application-level message fragmen-
tationhas in thepast led to confusion andpractical attacks
on major application protocol implementations [1, 35, 5].
In my thesis, this behavior is formalized through stream-
based channels [17], introducing corresponding security
notions of confidentiality and integrity capturing the in-
herently increased complexity. Through a generic compar-
ative construction of a stream-based channel, my thesis
further shows that the deployed construction principles in
practice indeed enable strong security for the transmission
of data streams.

Additionally, my thesis studies the security of such
applications whose messages are inherently atomic and
which need to safely transport these messages over a
streaming, i. e., possibly fragmenting, channel. Formaliz-
ing the desired security properties in terms of confiden-
tiality and integrity in such settings, my thesis investi-
gates and confirms the security of the widely adopted ap-
proach to encode the application’s messages into the con-
tinuous data stream. This newly established theory also
casts a formal light on the potential misunderstanding of
security guarantees providedby stream-based andatomic-
message channels that led to critical security flaws in prac-
tice.

3.2 Multi-key channels
Finally, my thesis again turns towards a novel feature
in the recently standardized TLS version 1.3 [34]: a key-
updating mechanism that allows parties to deploy a se-
quence of multiple keys for encryption instead of a single,
fixed key. Such key updates were proposed both as a func-
tional feature (easing the transfer of very large amounts
of data [29] which previously needed a series of multiple
connections) and to enhance the channel’s security (es-
pecially providing security against partial compromise of
the channel’s key material). For this setting of multi-key
channels, my thesis introduces a novel security model [21]
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which enables a precise evaluation of the envisioned ex-
tended security properties. An accordingly designed chan-
nel protocol ensures both the security of past communica-
tion data if the employed long-lived key is compromised
(so-called forward security), as well as the security of in-
dividual communication phases under losses of key ma-
terial in other (prior or later) phases. The security model
is carefully crafted in order to establish a hierarchy of se-
curity levels which seamlessly connects to the established
cryptographic theory for secure (single-key) channels [3].
Through its analysis, my thesis confirms the protocol de-
sign proposed in TLS 1.3 [34] and the resulting improved
security guarantees.

4 Conclusion
While the basic cryptographic theory of key exchange and
secure channel protocols is considered to be understood,
modern developments and protocol designs in practice
challenge these foundations and call for continued revi-
sions of this theoretical understanding.

In my dissertation, I studied how advanced secu-
rity aspects of both protocol types can be formally cap-
tured in terms of enhanced cryptographic securitymodels,
thereby narrowing the gap between cryptographic theory
and practice. My thesis strengthens the theoretic grounds
on which new protocol designs can be soundly built and
deployed, deepening the cryptographic theory of secure
communication. At the same time, the results frommy the-
sis directly contributed to the standardization process of
the QUIC [33, 24] and TLS 1.3 [34] protocols and are ac-
knowledged in the latter’s final standard. All these results
emerged from fruitful collaborations with many great col-
leagues; having had the opportunity to work with them
is among the best experiences of my Ph. D. I further was
lucky to be able to personally support the TLS 1.3 standard-
ization process through direct input based on these results
and discuss the protocol’s design at dedicated standard-
ization workshops with other scientists, industry, and the
IETF. As a result of TLS 1.3’s novel and highly interactive
standardization process with contributions from many re-
search groups [31], the protocol enjoys a higher security
level than all previous versions and a significantly faster
adoption at large scale [22, 23].

In the meantime, the security models put forward in
my thesis have been adopted in further works of other
research teams, aiming to more precisely capture the se-
curity aspects of other modern communication protocols.
For example, in the realm of secure messaging, complex
designs like the Signal protocol enable the vast majority

of secure chat communication today in popular applica-
tions like WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger; its security
has been analyzed on the basis of the multi-stage key ex-
change model from my thesis [9]. But also in the context
of developing TLS 1.3, other researchers for example ap-
plied the model for stream-based channels frommy thesis
to analyze the protocol’s multiplexing behavior [32].

The new security models put forward in my thesis
in this way enable detailed analyses and assessments of
modern security protocols in practice based on sound
cryptographic theory. Helping to further bridge modern IT
security and theoretical computer science such analyses
can contribute to ensure that tomorrow’s Internet commu-
nication will meet high security standards.

Funding: This work was supported by Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, Grant Number: GU 1859/1-1.
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